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Intro

• accurate & comprehensive characterization of 
geospatial data in GIS
– urban planning, route optimization,          

navigation systems, remote sensing …

• structured taxonomy for geospatial features
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Motivation

• OpenStreetMap (OSM) = rich source of geographic information
– VGI (Volunteered Geographic Information)

• relies on user contributions 

– geometries & attributes of both natural & urban features
– limited…

• no standardized taxonomy
• heterogenous annotations
• varying-granularity (“how specific”)
• inconsistent across regions
• scale

– can we still make use of this noisy data?
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Formalizing the Problem

• How can we establish a comprehensive taxonomy of geospatial features 
from an unstructured crowdsourced groups of tags, automatically?

• Data-driven
– “application” aware
– “context” (region) aware
– automatic
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Approach
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Approach
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Demo
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Evaluation
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California USA (March 2023)
~150M instances

~10M tagged
1-16 tags (avg 2.3)

Greece (March 2023)
~40M instances

~2M tagged
1-13 tags (avg 2.1)



Results & Discussion

• California
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Results & Discussion

• California v. Greece
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Related Work

• Ontologies in Geospatial Data
– Sun et al. [1]: Three-Level Ontology

• manual

– OSMonto [2]: Tag Hierarchies
• explores tag relationships

– WorldKG [3]: Geographic Knowledge
• semantic representation

• Mapping OSM tags to Wikidata classes
– Dsouza et al. [4]: neural architecture for tag-to-class mapping
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Future Work

• Scalability
• Technology
– ML & NLP for ambiguity & reconciliation

• User-centric
– Incorporate user feedback
– Tailor to specific applications

• Applications
– Wider GIS integration
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Conclusion

• Unsupervised & automatic approach for constructing lightweight geo-
feature taxonomies from OpenStreetMap data
– enhance OSM data usability
– support data-driven analysis
– improve geo-feature representation & categorization

• Source code available at:
– https://github.com/basels/osm-taxonomy
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Thank you for listening!
Questions?

https://github.com/basels/osm-taxonomy

